
 
 
 
 
 
 

September 15, 2021 
 
Dear UCVTS Community, 
 
I hope this communication finds you well and enjoying the start of the new school year.  We are very happy to see our students back 
to campus and are excited for all of the great learning and events which will happen throughout the year!  
 
As I am sure you are aware, the Scotch Plains campus at UCVTS is experiencing transportation challenges that will require adjustment 
to our dismissal practices.  The higher volume of cars and congestion which we have seen at dismissal over the past four (4) days is 
creating significant safety issues.  Despite trying different approaches each day to move traffic along, we have not yet been able to 
find a way to ease congestion and keep the flow moving.   
 
In an effort to gain a better understanding of the related congestion and traffic issues, today, September 15, 2021 we will allow 
those students who drive to campus to be dismissed ten (10) minutes early.  Students who drive to campus will receive passes 
through building administrators to dismiss at 2:40 p.m. today.  Please note, allowing driving-students to leave campus ten (10) 
minutes early is a temporary action, intended as a way to help us better understand the associated traffic issues and to find long-term 
solutions.   
 
A few general reminders if you are picking your child up at dismissal: 

 

 Please stay in the right lane as you enter and travel around campus to the student pick-up area.  Staying right is safest 
for our students, so that they do not have to cross oncoming traffic in order to meet up with their rides.  The left lane 
is for through-traffic and must remain open and free-flowing so that busses and emergency vehicles can move around 
campus, at all times. 

 The designated pick-up area on campus is behind Bistocchi Hall (AIT), adjacent to the gymnasium entrance. 

 If your child is an athlete, has a doctor’s appointment, or other activity with time constraints; families are permitted 
and encouraged to sign students out early, prior to dismissal (2:50 p.m.) to ensure timely arrival at the planned activity 
and to avoid traffic delays.  Procedures for doing so can be found on page 25 of the Student Handbook.   

 Transportation is and will continue to be provided by sending districts for all high school students who attend UCVTS 
schools.   

 The Bistocchi Hall (AIT) Multimedia Center and the Bistocchi Hall (AIT) fitness center is available for all students on 
campus from 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Thursday, days when the District is open.  Students are welcome 
and encouraged to make use of these opportunities to complete homework, meet with other students or work-out 
after school.   

 Historically, some UCVTS families have found car-pooling groups to be an effective way to ease transportation 
constraints.  UCVTS parent organizations can help connect you to other families in your local communities. 

 
It is of the utmost importance to us that we find a way to move traffic through campus efficiently, and most importantly, in a manner 
which keeps our community safe.  We consider traffic flow to be a very serious matter and we continue to consult with officials and 
police agencies to work through current challenges.   
 
Thank you to all UCVTS staff who assist with our drop-off/dismissal efforts and to our community for their understanding.  Please be 
patient with us, and with each other, as we work through this very complicated matter.   
 
Sincerely,  

 
Gwendolyn S. Ryan 
Superintendent of Schools  
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1776 Raritan Road, Scotch Plains, New Jersey 07076-2997 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tD0GMOFo8j0uJ0sCRkfBxZyQuTXnqjB2/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19rFSBLsmphN-K6uSFaxVDuydU-46lkIr/view

